
Takedown Bow Parts & Setup 

First things first. You need to make sure that you locate all of the contents for your Spirit 

Takedown Bow. You should have 1 riser, 2 limbs, 2 bolts, and a string. You will either 

have a 62'' model with a 58'' string, or a 54'' bow with a 50'' string. In order to get started, 

you need to hold the riser in your hand so that you can determine which side is up. Once 

you have that situated, you should place the limbs on the bow. The bottom limb will be 

labeled "lower limb." Place the limb in the grooves of the riser and fasten the limb bolt. 

Repeat this process for the top limb. VERY IMPORTANT: Do not over-tighten the limb 

bolts because this may cause limb damage.  

 

Stringing the Spirit Bow 

While there are many ways that one would string a bow, we believe that the safest 

method involves the use of a bow stringer (sold separately). Using the step-through 

method might cause your limbs to become twisted and the risk of injury is high. When 

you are stringing your Spirit Takedown Bow, you want to make sure that piece of the 

bowstring with the smaller loop is placed on the bottom limb first. This will ensure an 

optimal fit. Figure 1 represents this process graphically.  

Bow Maintenance & Safety 

• You should always make sure that you unstring your Spirit Takedown Bow when it 

is not being used 

• Make sure to store your takedown bow in a cool, dry place when not in use 

• Shooters rule applies; Never aim or draw at anything that you do not plan to shoot. 

• Never draw back your takedown bow without an arrow that is properly nocked. If 

you release the bow in this manner you will cause a dry fire. 

• Dry firing your Spirit Takedown Bow is dangerous, it can severely damage your 

bow and will void any warranty.  
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